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Abstract—In this article, the joint fluctuations of the extreme
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a large dimensional sample
covariance matrix are analyzed when the associated population
covariance matrix is a finite-rank perturbation of the ident ity
matrix, which corresponds to a so-called spiked model in random
matrix theory. The asymptotic fluctuations, as the matrix size
grows large, are shown to be intimately linked with matrices
from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE). When the spiked
population eigenvalues have unit multiplicity, the fluctuations
follow a central limit theorem. This result is used to develop
an original framework for the detection and diagnosis of local
failures in large sensor networks, for known or unknown failure
magnitude. Simulations are carried out that show the strong
performance of the derived failure localization algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the field of fault detection and diagnosis, one of the
elementary requests is the fast, reliable and computationally
light identification of a system failure. In dynamical scenarios,
these systems are composed of several fluctuating parameters
whose evolutions are tracked by a mesh of sensors reporting
successive correlated and noisy data measurements to a central
decision unit. With the growth in size and complexity of such
systems, it becomes increasingly difficult for decision units
to process simultaneously and at a low computational cost
the augmenting load of reported measurements. Examples of
such systems are the recent cognitive radio networks [1] and
smart grid technologies [2]. In the former, multiple cooperative
wireless communication devices, referred to as the secondary
network, exchange sensed data in order to decide collectively
which communication bandwidths are left unused by the
licensed, also called primary, network users. Fast detection
of sudden changes, e.g. new primary user communications, is
here demanded to minimize the interference generated by sec-
ondary users. In the smart-grid framework, a large dimensional
graph of interconnected electricity producers, transportation
systems, and consumers evolve in real-time, their behaviour
being reported by diverse sensors such as voltage phasor
measurements [3] at the nodes of the electricity grid to regional
controllers. Fast detection of link and node failures is requested
in this scenario to minimize the risk of cascaded failures
leading to regional blackouts [4]. There exists a rich literature
on failure detection, diagnosis and change-point estimation,
ranging from off-line detection methods of uncorrelated data
[5], [6] to fast change detection methods in time correlated
signals [7], [8], [9]. Subspace methods were in particular
proposed to detect changes from changes in the eigenstructure

of sampled covariance matrices for dynamical systems [10],
[11]. In this article, we propose a novel subspace approach
to solve the problem of off-line detection and identification
of local failures from independent or linearly time-correlated
samples.

We precisely assume the observation of measurements sug-
gesting an error has already occurred in the network. We
wish the detection of a failure to be fast so we will assume
that the numbern of successive sensor data reports is not
extremely large with respect to the sizeN of the network. We
will also assume that the hypothetical failure scenarios are, to
some extent, known in advance. In this context, callingH0

the hypothesis that the system does not undergo any failure
and Hk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, the hypothesis that a failure of type
k occurs, the question of failure detection and localization
consists in proceeding to the successive hypotheses tests:
(i) decide whether the concatenation matrix ofn successive
network observationsΣ = [s1, . . . , sn] ∈ C

N×n suggests
hypothesisH0 or its complementarȳH0 (i.e. the event union
of the Hk), and (ii) upon decision of̄H0, decide whatHk

is the most likely. Both problems are optimally solved by
multi-hypothesis Neyman-Pearson tests [12] with maximum
likelihood performance given the observationΣ. However,
this procedure is computationally intense for large system
dimensions.

The approach under consideration here follows the theory
of large dimensional random matrices. Precisely, we consider
the setting where bothN and n grow large and such that
cN = N/n → c, with 0 < c < 1. Under this assumption, we
then develop asymptotic results on the extreme eigenvalues
and associated eigenvectors of a certain family of random ma-
trices to provide novel subspace methods for failure detection
and localization. Our interest is on random matrices of the
type spiked model, introduced by Johnstone [13], specifically
here of matrices modeled asΣ = (IN + P )

1

2X , whereX
is a left-unitarily invariant random matrix andP is a rank-
r Hermitian matrix withr ≪ N . Such matrix models have
been largely studied in the recent random matrix literature,
very often in the special case whereX is astandard Gaussian
matrix, which refers in this article to a random matrix with
independentCN(0, 1/n) entries. In [14], [15], forX a standard
Gaussian matrix, it is first shown that there exists a natural
mapping between the extreme (empirical) eigenvalues ofΣΣ∗

and the (population) eigenvalues ofP . It is then proved that,
almost surely, the extreme empirical eigenvalues convergeto
deterministic limits in the asymptotic setting, found either at
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the edges of the support of the Marc̆enko-Pastur law [16],
i.e. the weak limit of the eigenvalue distribution ofXX∗, or
away from them, depending on the corresponding population
eigenvalues. This induces a phase transition having important
consequences on fault detectability in sensor networks [17].
This observation is extended to the non-Gaussian case and gen-
eralized to a other spiked models in [18]. The fluctuations of
the extreme eigenvalues are studied with different approaches
depending on whether the limiting eigenvalues are found at
the edge or outside the support of the Marc̆enko-Pastur law.
When at the edge, it is proved successively in [19], [13], [20],
[21], [22] that the (centered and scaled) limiting eigenvalue has
Tracy-Widom fluctuations. When outside the support, those
fluctuations are linked to the distribution of the eigenvalues of
GUE matrices, as shown in [21]. In the specific case where the
spiked eigenvalues ofP have unit multiplicity, the fluctuations
are Gaussian.

In this article, the properties on the extreme eigenvalues
in a spiked model will be used to provide failure detection
tests, in the same line as [23], [24]. For failure localization,
pure eigenvalue tests will turn out to be inefficient and we
therefore develop novel results on the eigenspaces associated
to these eigenvalues. In [25], it is shown, in the real Gaussian
case, that the projection of the eigenvectors associated with
the extreme empirical eigenvalues ofΣΣ∗ on the subspace of
the corresponding population eigenvectors ofP has a positive
limiting norm, which is close to1 for c small. This remark
is extended in [18] to the non Gaussian case. This property is
the fundamental basis of our novel failure diagnosis method.
However, the fluctuations of the eigenvector projections, fun-
damental here to derive test statistics for failure localization,
have never been derived before for either the Gaussian or
the non-Gaussian cases. The main mathematical result of this
article, Theorem 4, is to derive the joint fluctuations of the
eigenvalues and eigenspace projections for the eigenvalues
found away from the limiting support ofXX∗. Our proof
technique is largely inspired by [18], [26], [27]. We also use
some tools from [28] and [29]. Based on these results, we
provide in this article a novel framework for local failure
detection and identification in large sensor networks.

The remainder of this document unfolds as follows. Section
II introduces elementary examples of sensor networks for
which local failures translate simply into small rank pertur-
bations of the identity matrix. Section III reminds important
notions of random matrix theory and introduces the main
mathematical results of this article. Practical application algo-
rithms along with simulations are then carried out in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes the article.

Notations: In this document, capital characters stand for
matrices while lowercase characters stand either for scalars or
vectors, withIN ∈ CN×N the identity matrix. Theith entry of
a vectorx is denotedx(i). The symbol(·)∗ denotes complex
transpose. For a functionf and a Hermitian matrixX ∈
CN×N , f(X) = U diag(f(λ1(X)), . . . , f(λN (X)))U∗ with
λ1(X), . . . , λN (X) the eigenvalues ofX andU ∈ CN×N the
unitary matrix of its respective eigenvectors. The symbolSπ

denotes the support of the probability measureπ. The notation
Span(u1, . . . , uk) designates the space generated by the vec-

tors u1, . . . , uk. The notationS⊥ is the space orthogonal to
S. We denoteC+ = {z ∈ C, ℑ(z) > 0}. The norm‖X‖ of a
Hermitian matrixX is understood as the spectral norm, and the
norm ‖x‖ of a vectorx is understood as the Euclidean norm.

The notations ‘
a.s.−→’, ‘ ⇒’, and ‘

P−→’ denote convergence
almost sure, weak, and in probability, respectively. The symbol
E[·] denotes expectation. The notation1A(x) is the indicator
function of the setA.

II. D ETECTION AND LOCALIZATION OF LOCAL FAILURES

To motivate the study of the fluctuations of extreme eigen-
values and eigenvectors of sample covariance matrices in the
context of local failures in large dimensional sensor networks,
we introduce in the following two basic examples of sensor
network failure scenarios, which can all be modeled as small
rank perturbations of the identity matrix.

A. Node failure

Consider the following model

y = Hθ + σw (1)

whereH ∈ CN×p is deterministic,θ = [θ(1), . . . , θ(p)]T ∈
Cp, w ∈ CN have independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) complex standard Gaussian entries, andσ > 0. We
denotey = [y(1), . . . , y(N)]T ∈ C

N . In a sensor network
composed ofN nodes,y represents the observation through
the channelH of the vectorθ, constituted of centered and nor-
malized independent Gaussian system parameters,1 impaired
by white Gaussian noise. Therefore,E[yy∗] = HH∗+σ2IN ,
R.

In case of failure of sensork, y(k), the kth entry of
y, will start suddenly to return inconsistent noisy outputs,
decorrelated from the rest of the network. Assuming this noise
Gaussian with zero mean and varianceσ2

k and denotingy′ the
observations of the network with failure at sensork, we can
write

y′ = (IN − eke
∗
k)Hθ + σkeke

∗
kθ

′ + σw

whereθ′ is distributed likeθ andek ∈ CN is such thatek(k) =
1 andek(i) = 0, for all i 6= k.

Therefore,y′ is Gaussian (as the sum of Gaussian variables)
with zero mean and variance

E[y′y′∗] = (IN − eke
∗
k)HH∗(IN − eke

∗
k) + σ2

keke
∗
k + σ2IN .

Denotings = R− 1

2 y′, we have

E[ss∗] = IN −R− 1

2HH∗eke
∗
kR

− 1

2

+R− 1

2 ek

[
(e∗kHH∗ek + σ2

k)e
∗
kR

− 1

2 − e∗kHH∗R− 1

2

]
.

Therefore, the population covariance matrixE[ss∗] is a per-
turbation of the identity matrix by

Pk , R− 1

2 ek

[
(e∗kHH∗ek + σ2

k)e
∗
kR

− 1

2 − e∗kHH∗R− 1

2

]

−R− 1

2HH∗eke
∗
kR

− 1

2 . (2)

1Up to a right-product ofH by a positive diagonal matrix, the variance of
the entries ofθ can be assumed all equal to one without loss of generality.
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Notice that the image ofPk is included in the subspace
Span(R− 1

2 ek, R
− 1

2HH∗ek) and is therefore at most of di-
mension two. Generalizing the above toM node failures at
nodesk1, . . . , kM , the vectors is now such that

E[ss∗] = IN −R− 1

2HH∗EE∗R− 1

2

+R− 1

2E
[
(E∗HH∗E + Λ2)E∗R− 1

2 − E∗HH∗R− 1

2

]

with E = [ek1
, . . . , ekM

], Λ = diag(σk1
, . . . , σkM

), where
now (2) becomes

Pk1,...,kM
, R− 1

2E
[
(E∗HH∗E + Λ2)E∗ − E∗HH∗]R− 1

2

−R− 1

2HH∗EE∗R− 1

2 (3)

which is a matrix of rank at most2M .

B. Sudden parameter change

Consider again the elementary model of (1) and now assume
that, instead of a sensor failing,θ(k), the kth entry of θ,
experiences a sudden change in mean and variance. The
resulting observationy′ can be modeled as

y′ = H(Ip + αkeke
∗
k)θ + µkHek + σw

for some real parametersµk, αk, and whereek ∈ Cp is defined
by ek(k) = 1 andek(i) = 0, i 6= k. For this particular model,
we may or may not suppose thatµk andαk are a priori known
to the experimenter in the sense that a failure on parameter
θ(k) always leads to a change in mean and standard deviation
linked to µk, αk. In this scenario, we now have thaty′ is
Gaussian with zero mean and variance

E[y′y′∗] = H(Ip + [µ2
k + (1 + αk)

2 − 1]eke
∗
k)H

∗ + σ2IN .

DenotingR = HH∗ + σ2IN as in the previous example and
taking s = R− 1

2 y′, we finally have

E[ss∗] = IN + [µ2
k + (1 + αk)

2 − 1]R− 1

2Heke
∗
kH

∗R− 1

2

which is here a rank-1 perturbation of the identity matrix by
the matrix

Pk , βkR
− 1

2Heke
∗
kH

∗R− 1

2

with βk = µ2
k + (1 + αk)

2 − 1. Note that, in this scenario,
the eigenvector ofPk associated with the non-zero eigenvalue
is independent ofµk andαk. For practical applications, this
has the interesting advantage that simple localization canbe
performed even ifµk and αk are unknown. This is further
discussed in Section IV.

The derivation above generalizes to sudden changes of
multiple parameters. If the means and variances for the sen-
sorsk1, . . . , kM are modified simultaneously with respective
parametersµk1

, . . . , µkM
andαk1

, . . . , αkM
, then

E[ss∗] = IN +R− 1

2HEΛE∗H∗R− 1

2

with E = [ek1
, . . . , ekM

] andΛ = diag(βk1
, . . . , βkM

), βki
=

µ2
ki

+ (1 + αki
)2 − 1, which is a rank-M perturbation of the

identity matrix by the matrix

Pk1,...,kM
= R− 1

2HEΛE∗H∗R− 1

2 .

Note that, contrary to the one-dimensional case, the eigenvec-
tors ofPk1,...,kM

depend here explicitly on the parametersµki

andαki
.

In the following section, we introduce the novel detection
and localization framework, making reference, whenever pos-
sible, to the examples described in this section.

C. Detection and localization

For either of the models above, let us assume a general
scenario withK possible failure events, identified by the
index 1 ≤ k ≤ K and let nows1, . . . , sn be n successive
independent observations of the random variables. Denote
then Σ , 1√

n
[s1, . . . , sn] ∈ CN×n. From the fact thats is

Gaussian with zero mean and covariance(IN + Pk) for a
certaink, we can write

Σ = (IN + Pk)
1

2X

where X ∈ CN×n is a given matrix with independent
Gaussian entries of zero mean and variance1/n. We also
denote for simplicityP0 = 0 for the extra eventk = 0
corresponding to the no-failure scenario.

The natural approach to detect and identify a failure event
in a sensor network upon the observationss1, . . . , sn is to
systematically perform a maximum likelihood test on the
K+1 hypothesesH0, . . . ,HK , with Hk defined as the event
s ∼ CN(0, IN + Pk). However, this optimal approach is in
general computationally intensive, especially whenN andK
are large. Since the node failure information is carried by
the perturbation matrixPk, we provide in the following an
improved maximum likelihood test relying on the properties
linking Pk to the observationΣ, as the system dimensions
(N,n) grow large. Precisely, based on recent advances in the
field of large dimensional random matrix theory [30], we will
provide a two-step approach to successively (i) decide on the
existence of a failure and (ii) identify the failure event. This
technique relies on the statistics of the extreme eigenvalues
and eigenspace projections ofΣΣ∗, given the perturbation
matrix Pk. The following section is dedicated to the study
of those statistics as the dimensions of the matrixΣ grow
large. The application of those results to failure diagnosis in
sensor networks is deferred to Section IV.

III. M AIN RESULTS

The derivation arguments found in this section follow the
ideas of [31], [26] and [27]. In our proofs, we shall also borrow
some of the arguments of [29] whose context is close to ours.

A. Notations, assumptions and basic results

We start by summarizing the major notations and facts
needed here. We consider a generic small rank perturbation
model and define

Σ = (IN + P )
1

2X

with X ∈ C
N×n left-unitarily invariant, and where the rank-r

Hermitian matrixP has the spectral factorizationP = UΩU∗
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with

Ω =



ω1Ij1

. . .
ωtIjt




andω1 > . . . > ωs > 0 > ωs+1 > . . . > ωt > −1. Of course,
j1+· · ·+jt = r. We write accordinglyU =

[
U1 · · ·Ut

]
where

Ui ∈ CN×ji . We denote bŷλ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ̂N the eigenvalues
of ΣΣ∗. For i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, we let K(i) = j1 + · · · + ji−1,
taking by conventionj0 = 0. For i ∈ {s+ 1, . . . , t + 1}, we
let K(i) = N − (ji + · · · + jt). One of the purposes of this
section is to establish an asymptotic relation betweenωi and
theλ̂K(i)+ℓ for ℓ = 1, . . . , ji which holds under a condition on
ωi that will be specified. We also denote byΠ̂i the orthogonal
projection matrix, when it exists, on the eigenspace ofΣΣ∗

associated with the eigenvalues{λ̂K(i)+ℓ}jiℓ=1. Similarly, we
denote byΠi = UiU

∗
i the orthogonal projection matrix on the

eigenspace ofP associated with the eigenvalueωi. Finally,
we denote byQ(z) = (XX∗ − zIN )−1 the resolvent of the
matrix XX∗ and byα(z) = 1

N trQ(z) its normalized trace,
both analytical onC+.

In the remainder of the paper, we shall consider the asymp-
totic regime wheren → ∞ and N/n → c ∈ (0, 1). The
notation n → ∞ will henceforth refer to this asymptotic
regime.

We now state our basic assumptions:

A1 The probability law ofX is invariant by left multi-
plication by a deterministic unitary matrix.

Thanks to the left unitary invariance ofX , Q(z) writes
as Q(z) = W (Λ − zIn)

−1W ∗ where Λ is the matrix of
eigenvalues ofXX∗, W is a unitary random matrix Haar
distributed on its unitary group, andW andΛ are independent.

A2 For everyz ∈ C+, α(z) converges almost surely to
a deterministic functionm(z) which is the Stieltjes
transform2 of a probability measureπ with support
[a, b] ⊂ (0,∞).

A3 We have‖XX∗‖ a.s.−→ b and(‖(XX∗)−1‖)−1 a.s.−→ a.

This last assumption implies in particular thatA2 is satisfied
for all z ∈ C \ [a, b].

The most classical model of a matrixX that satisfiesA1-
A3 is when X is standard Gaussian, i.e. with independent
CN(0, 1/n) elements, as introduced in the system models of
Section II-A and Section II-B. For this model, the limiting
probability distributionπ is the well known Marc̆enko-Pastur
distribution [16]. Its Stieltjes transform is

m(z) =
1

2zc

(
1− c− z +

√
(1− c− z)2 − 4zc

)
(4)

where the branch of the square root is the one for which
m(z) ∈ C+ if z ∈ C+.

The unitary invariance ofX is the basis of the following
important lemma, shown in [29] using an inequality of [28]
which involves Haar unitary matrices:

Lemma 1:AssumeA1. Let u ∈ C
N and v ∈ C

N be two
vectors with norm‖u‖ = ‖v‖ = 1. Denote byσ(XX∗) the

2We recall that the Stieltjes transformm(z) of a real measureπ is defined
for z outside the support ofπ by m(z) =

∫
1

λ−z
dπ(λ).

eigenvalue spectrum ofXX∗. Given ε > 0 andz ∈ C \ [a−
ε, b + ε], denote bydz the distance fromz to [a − ε, b + ε].
Then for anyp > 0,

E
∥∥1σ(XX∗)⊂[a−ε,b+ε]u

∗(Q(z)− α(z)IN )v
∥∥p ≤ Kp

dpzNp/2

where the constantKp depends onp only. Similarly, for any
z, z′ ∈ C \ [a− ε, b+ ε], we have

E

∥∥∥∥1σ(XX∗)⊂[a−ε,b+ε]u
∗
[
Q(z)Q(z′)− trQ(z)Q(z′)

N
IN

]
v

∥∥∥∥
p

≤ Kp

dpzd
p
z′Np/2

.

We now start our analysis of the extreme eigenvalues and
eigenspace projections ofΣΣ∗ by studying the first order
behavior.

B. First order behavior

1) Eigenvalues:Suppose thatx ∈ R is not an eigenvalue
of XX∗. We first write

det(ΣΣ∗ − xIN )

= det(IN + P ) det(XX∗ − xIN + x[IN − (IN + P )−1])

= det(IN + P ) det(XX∗ − xIN )

× det(IN + xP (IN + P )−1(XX∗ − xIN )−1)

after noticing thatIN − (IN + P )−1 = P (IN + P )−1.
Therefore, ifx is an eigenvalue ofΣΣ∗ but not ofXX∗, it
must cancel the rightmost determinant. This determinant can
be further rewritten

det(IN + xP (IN + P )−1Q(x))

= det(Ir + xΩU∗(IN + UΩU∗)−1Q(x)U).

From the identityU∗(IN + UΩU∗)−1 = (Ir + Ω)−1U∗, we
then have

det(ΣΣ∗−xIN ) = det(IN +P ) det(XX∗−xIN ) det(Ĥ(x))

whereĤ(z) = Ir + zΩ(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)U .
Given anyz ∈ C \ [a, b], AssumptionsA1-A3 in conjunction
with Lemma 1 show that̂H(z) is defined for alln large, almost
surely, and converges almost surely to

H(z) = Ir + zm(z)Ω(Ir +Ω)−1 (5)

(take u and v in Lemma 1 as any couple of columns ofU ,
takep > 2 and use Borel-Cantelli’s lemma [32]). We therefore
expect the solutions of the equationdetH(x) = 0 which
are outside[a, b] to coincide with the limits of the isolated
eigenvalues ofΣΣ∗.

Let us now study the behavior of the solutions of this
equation. Leth(x) = xm(x) on R \ [a, b]. Sincea > 0, we
have

h′(x) = (xm(x))
′
=

∫
λ

(λ− x)2
dπ(λ) > 0.

The functionh(x) is therefore increasing onR\[a, b] and with
limit 0 asx → 0 and−1 asx → ∞. Therefore, forωi > 0,
(5) leads to

h(ρ) +
1 + ωi

ωi
= 0 (6)
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having a unique real solutionρi satisfyingρi > b if and only
if h(b+) + (1 + ωi)/ωi < 0. Whenωi < 0, (6) has a unique
solution0 < ρi < a if and only if h(a−) + (1 + ωi)/ωi > 0.
We therefore have the following result, for which a rigorous
proof is found in [31]:

Theorem 1:AssumeA1-A3. Let p be zero or the maximum
index such thatωp > 0 and h(b+) + (1 + ωp)/ωp < 0. For
i = 1, . . . , p, let ρi be the unique solution of (6) such that
ρi > b. Then,

λ̂K(i)+ℓ
a.s.−→ ρi

for i = 1, . . . , p andℓ = 1, . . . , ji, while

λ̂K(p+1)+1
a.s.−→ b.

Let q be t + 1 or the minimum index such thatωq < 0 and
h(a−) + (1 + ωq)/ωq > 0. For i = q, . . . , t, let ρi be the
unique solution of (6) such thatρi < a. Then,

λ̂K(i)+ℓ
a.s.−→ ρi

for i = q, . . . , t andℓ = 1, . . . , ji, while

λ̂K(q)
a.s.−→ a.

In the remainder of the article, the variablesω1, . . . , ωp and
ωq, . . . , ωt satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 will be said
to satisfy the separation condition.

WhenX is standard Gaussian, applying Theorem 1 shows
after some simple derivations the following result:

Corollary 1: Consider the setting of Theorem 1. Assume
additionally thatX is standard Gaussian. Letp be zero or the
maximum index for whichωp >

√
c and q be t + 1 or the

minimum index such thatωq < −√
c. Then

λ̂K(i)+ℓ
a.s.−→ ρi = 1 + ωi + c

1 + ωi

ωi
(7)

for i ∈ {1, . . . p, q, . . . , t}, ℓ = 1, . . . , ji, while

λ̂K(p+1)+1
a.s.−→ (1 +

√
c)2

λ̂K(q)
a.s.−→ (1−

√
c)2.

Corollary 1 implies that, forωi sufficiently far from zero
(either positive or negative) or, equivalently, forc sufficiently
small, the spectrum ofΣΣ∗ exhibitsji eigenvalues outside the
supportSπ of the Marc̆enko-Pastur lawπ which all converge
to ρi. For failure detection purposes, upon observation of
Σ, we may then test the null hypothesisΣ = X (call it
hypothesisH0) against the hypothesisΣ = (IN + P )

1

2X
(call it hypothesisH̄0), depending on whether eigenvalues of
ΣΣ∗ are found outsideSπ. Depending on the scenario, forc
small enough, it may be that a mere evaluation of the number
of eigenvalues outside the support suggests the number of
simultaneous failures in the sensor network. This is the case of
the two failure scenarios described in Section II-A and Section
II-B. However, the information on the extreme eigenvalues of
ΣΣ∗, if sufficient for failure detection purposes, is usually
not good enough to perform accurate failure localization.
This is because different failure scenarios, characterized by
different perturbation matricesP , may exhibit very similar
eigenvalues. Also, if the failure amplitude is a priori unknown,
then eigenvalues are in general irrelevant; see the application

Section IV-C. In such scenarios, we then need to consider
eigenspaces properties ofP . This is the target of the following
section.

2) Projections on eigenspaces:Given i ≤ t, we now
assume thatωi satisfies the separation condition. Given two
deterministic vectorsb1, b2 ∈ CN with bounded Euclidean
norms, our purpose is to study the asymptotic behavior of
b∗1Π̂ib2. We shall show that this bilinear form is simply related
with b∗1Πib2 in the asymptotic regime.

Our starting point is to expressb∗1Π̂ib2 as a Cauchy integral
[33]. DenotingCi a positively oriented contour encompassing
only the eigenvalueŝλK(i)+ℓ of ΣΣ∗ for ℓ = 1, . . . , ji, we
have

b∗1Π̂ib2

= − 1

2πı

∮

Ci

b∗1(ΣΣ
∗ − zIN )−1b2 dz

= − 1

2πı

∮

Ci

b∗1(IN + P )−
1

2

×
[
XX∗ − zIN + zP (IN + P )−1

]−1
(IN + P )−

1

2 b2 dz.

Using Woodbury’s matrix identity, we have
[
XX∗ − zIN + zP (IN + P )−1

]−1

= Q(z)− zQ(z)U
[
Ir + zΩ(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)U

]−1

× Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)

= Q(z)− zQ(z)UĤ(z)Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)

and taking

â1(z)
∗ = zb∗1(IN + P )−

1

2Q(z)U

â2(z) = Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)(IN + P )−
1

2 b2

we obtain

b∗1Π̂ib2

= − 1

2πı

∮

Ci

b∗1(IN + P )−
1

2Q(z)(IN + P )−
1

2 b2 dz

+
1

2πı

∮

Ci

â1(z)
∗Ĥ(z)−1â2(z) dz. (8)

By AssumptionA3 and Theorem 1, with probability one for
all largen, the first term on the right hand side is zero, while
the second is equal to

1

2πı

∮

γi

â1(z)
∗Ĥ(z)−1â2(z)dz

whereγi is a deterministic positively oriented circle enclosing
only ρi among the limits of the isolated eigenvalues specified
by Theorem 1, therefore enclosing none of theρj , j 6= i. Using
Lemma 1 in conjunction with the analyticity properties of the
integrand, one can show thatâ1(z)∗Ĥ(z)−1â2(z) converges
uniformly to a1(z)

∗H(z)−1a2(z) on γi in the almost sure
sense, where

a1(z)
∗ = zm(z)b∗1(IN + P )−

1

2U

a2(z) = m(z)Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗(IN + P )−
1

2 b2.
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It results thatb∗1Π̂ib2 − Ti
a.s.−→ 0, where

Ti ,
1

2πı

∮

γi

a1(z)
∗H(z)−1a2(z)dz.

Details can be found in [29] in a similar situation. Let us find
the expression ofTi. Noticing that

H(z)−1 =

t∑

ℓ=1

1

1 + zm(z) ωℓ

1+ωℓ

Iℓ (9)

where

Iℓ =



0

Ijℓ
0




we obtain

Ti =

t∑

ℓ=1

ωℓ

(1 + ωℓ)2
b∗1Πℓb2

1

2πı

∮

γi

zm2(z)

1 + zm(z) ωℓ

1+ωℓ

dz

=

t∑

ℓ=1

b∗1Πℓb2
1 + ωℓ

1

2πı

∮

γi

zm2(z)
1+ωℓ

ωℓ
+ zm(z)

dz.

From the discussion prior to Theorem 1, it is clear that the
denominator of the integrand has a zero in the interiorInt(γi)
of the disk delineated byγi only whenℓ = i, and then this
zero is simple due to the fact thath′(x) = (xm(x))′ never
vanishes onR \ [a, b]. Applying the residue theorem [33] and
observing from (6) that1/(1 + ωi) = (1 + h(ρi))/h(ρi), we
obtain the following limits.

Theorem 2:AssumeA1-A3. Given i ≤ t, assume thatωi

satisfies the separation condition. Letb1 ∈ CN and b2 ∈ CN

be two sequences of increasing size deterministic vectors with
bounded Euclidean norms. Then

b∗1Π̂ib2 − ζib
∗
1Πib2

a.s.−→ 0

where

ζi =
m(ρi)(1 + h(ρi))

h′(ρi)
.

In particular, we find after some derivations:
Corollary 2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, letX

be standard Gaussian. Then

b∗1Π̂ib2 −
1− cω−2

i

1 + cω−1
i

b∗1Πib2
a.s.−→ 0.

This result is consistent with [25] derived in the real Gaussian
case for eigenvalues with unit multiplicity.

Theorem 4 and Corollary 4 provide an interesting charac-
terization of the eigenspaces ofP through limiting projections
in the large dimensional setting. In the context of local failure
in large sensor networks, it is therefore possible to detectand
diagnose one or multiple failures by comparing eigenspace
projection patterns associated with each failure type. Precisely,
an appropriate diagnosis consists in determining the most
likely failure type among all hypothetical failures, giventhe
extreme eigenvalues and associated eigenspace projections of
ΣΣ∗. To this end though, not only first order limits but also
second order behaviour need be characterized precisely. This
is the target of the following section.

C. Second order behavior

Before studying the fluctuations of̂λK(i)+ℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . , ji,
when ωi satisfies the separation condition, we first remind
for later use in our applicative framework the fluctuations of
λ̂K(i)+ℓ whenωi doesnot satisfy the separation condition, and
whenX is a standard Gaussian matrix. For this, we have the
following theorem [20], [22], [21].

Theorem 3:Let X be standard Gaussian, then if0 < ωi <√
c,

N
2

3

λ̂K(i)+ℓ − (1 +
√
c)2

(1 +
√
c)

4

3

√
c

⇒ T2

and, if −√
c < ωi < 0,

N
2

3

λ̂K(i)+ℓ − (1 −√
c)2

−(1−√
c)

4

3

√
c

⇒ T2

for ℓ = 1, . . . , ji, asn → ∞, whereT2 is the complex Tracy-
Widom distribution function [19].

The tools used to derive Theorem 3 are much different from
those exploited here and will not be discussed. Similar to
[24], Theorem 3 will be used to derive tests to decide on the
presence of eigenvalues outside the support of the Marc̆enko-
Pastur law. For failure detection purposes in sensor networks,
this will be used to declare a failure prior to diagnose the fault.
Then, to diagnose a failure, second order statistics of both
eigenvalue and eigenspace projections when the separation
property arises are needed. This is the aim of the remainder
of the section.

We now turn to the second order analysis of the eigenspec-
trum of ΣΣ∗ whenωi satisfies the separation condition, and
whenX is only assumed to satisfyA1-A3. We first need the
following additional assumption:

A4 For all z ∈ C \ [a, b],
√
N (α(z)−m(z))

P−→ 0

asn → ∞.

In practice, this assumption means that the fluctuations of the
spectral measure ofXX∗ are negligible with respect to those
of theλ̂k andb∗1Π̂ib2, which will show to be of order

√
N . This

assumption is satisfied by most of the random matrix models of
practical importance in our context, provided

√
N(N/n−c) →

0. The classical illustrating example in this regard concerns
the standard Gaussian case. Denote bymn(z) the Stieltjes
transform (4) wherec is replaced withN/n, and let πn

the Marc̆enko-Pastur law associated withmn(z). For any
z ∈ C\[a, b], the functionf(x) = (x−z)−1 is analytic outside
the support ofπn for n sufficiently large. As a consequence,
Theorem 1.1 of [34] shows that

√
N(α(z) − mn(z))

P−→ 0.
Assuming in addition that

√
N(N/n−c) → 0, it is not difficult

to show from (4) that
√
N(mn(z)−m(z)) → 0.3

For practical purposes, we shall also assume:

A5 Eachωi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, satisfies the separation condition.

3It is useful to note that when the convergence rate ofN/n is slower than
1/

√
N , our analysis remains true if we replacem(z) with a finite horizon

deterministic equivalent [35], [36]. For simplicity, we have chosen not to enter
into these details here.
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The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4:AssumeA1-A5. For i = 1, . . . , t, let

Vi,n =
√
NU∗

i

(
Π̂i − ζiIN

)
Ui

and

Li,n =
√
N



λ̂K(i)+1 − ρi

...
λ̂K(i)+ji − ρi


 .

For ρ ∈ R \ [a, b], let

D(ρ) =

[
h(ρ)(1+h(ρ))h′′(ρ)

h′(ρ)3 −h(ρ)(1+h(ρ))
h′(ρ)2

− ρ
h′(ρ) 0

]

and

R(ρ) =

[
m′(ρ)−m(ρ)2 m′′(ρ)/2−m(ρ)m′(ρ)

m′′(ρ)/2−m(ρ)m′(ρ) m(3)(ρ)/6−m′(ρ)2

]

wherem(3) is the third derivative ofm. Consider the matrices[
Gi

Ki

]
=
(
(D(ρi)R(ρi)D(ρi)

∗)1/2 ⊗ Iji

) [M1,i

M2,i

]

whereM1,1,M2,1, . . . ,M1,t,M2,t are independent GUE ma-
trices such thatM1,i andM2,i are bothji × ji matrices.4 Let
Li be theRji -valued vector of eigenvalues ofKi arranged in
decreasing order. Then5

((Vi,n, Li,n))
t
i=1 ⇒ ((Gi, Li))

t
i=1 . (10)

Remark 1:To be more precise,(Vi,n, Li,n) can be cast into
anRj2i +ji -valued random vector after rearranging the real and
imaginary parts of the elements ofVi,n and taking into account
the Hermitian symmetry constraint. Hence, the convergencein
law specified by (10) acts on the space of probability measures
on Rr+j2

1
+···+j2t .

Theorem 4 provides a very general expression of the joint
limiting fluctuations of both eigenvalues and eigenspace pro-
jections. It is particularly interesting to note that the fluctua-
tions of (Vi,n, Li,n) are asymptotically independent acrossi.

The theoretical is an interesting new result to the field of
large dimensional random matrix theory, although it might be
difficult to use in practice since one needs to derive explicitly
the joint density of(Gi, Li)

t
i=1. Nonetheless, Theorem 4 can

be immediately put to practice in two scenarios. The first
scenario corresponds to the case where only the fluctuations
of the eigenspace projection vector(Vi,n)

t
i=1 is of interest. In

this case,(Gi)
t
i=1 is a correlated Gaussian random variable.

Reminding thatM1,i can be seen as anRj2i -valued Gaussian
vector with entries of zero mean and unit variance,(Gi)

t
i=1

can then be seen as a random Gaussian vector inRj2
1
+...+j2t

with entries (j2i−1 − 1) to j2i of zero mean and variance
[D(ρi)R(ρi)D(ρi)

∗]11, for eachi ∈ {1, . . . , t} with j0 = 0.
The second scenario of interest, which is discussed at length in
the following, corresponds to the case where the multiplicities

4We remind that matrices from the Gaussian unitary ensemble,or GUE
matrices, are random Hermitian matrices with independent standard real
Gaussian diagonal entries and independent standard complex Gaussian upper-
diagonal entries [37].

5It is clear that ifA5 is not fulfilled, Theorem 4 generalizes by letting the
index i in (10) span only the subset{1, . . . , p, q, . . . , t}.

of the eigenvalues ofP are all equal to one. In this case,
M1,i and M2,i are independent Gaussian variables and we
immediately have the following corollary:

Corollary 3: Assume the setting of Theorem 4. Assume in
addition thatji = 1 for all i. Then

((Vi,n, Li,n))i=1,...,r ⇒ N(0, R)

with

R =



D(ρ1)R(ρ1)D(ρ1)

∗

. . .
D(ρr)R(ρr)D(ρr)

∗


 .

After some calculus, in the standard Gaussian case, we
further have:

Corollary 4: Under the assumptions of Corollary 3, ifX is
a standard Gaussian matrix, thenD(ρi)R(ρi)D(ρi)

∗ = C(ρi),
where

C(ρi) ,




c2(1+ωi)
2

(c+ωi)2(ω2

i
−c)

(
c (1+ωi)

2

(c+ωi)2
+ 1
)

(1+ωi)
3c2

(ωi+c)2ωi

(1+ωi)
3c2

(ωi+c)2ωi

c(1+ωi)
2(ω2

i−c)

ω2

i


 .

Due to its simple expression, Corollary 4 is particularly
handy to use in the context of failure diagnosis when hypo-
thetical failures are characterized by distinct values ofωi, as
will be shown in Section IV.

In Figure 1, the histogram of a simulation of10 000 re-
alizations of the projectionV1,n =

√
N(|û∗

1u1|2 − ζ1), with
u1 = U1 ∈ CN , û1û

∗
1 = Π̂1 of unit rank, andX standard

Gaussian, is depicted against the asymptotic Gaussian law
derived in Corollary 4, forc = 1/8, r = 1, N/n = 1/8,
N = 256 and ω1 successively equal to1 and 0.5. In this
scenario,

√
N/n ≃ 0.35. For ω1 = 1, the simulation shows a

rather accurate fit between asymptotic theory and simulation.
For ω1 = 0.5, the Gaussian approximation is much less accu-
rate. This is due to the valueω1 = 0.5, which is rather close to√
N/n ≃ 0.35. The valueN = 256 is here insufficient for the

large dimensional behaviour of the fluctuations of|û∗
1u1|2 to

arise. This behaviour will have important consequences forthe
question of diagnosing failures which are difficult to observe.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of
Theorem 4. We start with the following lemma, which deals
with the asymptotic behavior of theVi,n. This lemma will be
proved in Appendix A-A.

Lemma 2:AssumeA1-A5. Let

V̄i,n =
√
N

(
h(ρi)(1 + h(ρi))h

′′(ρi)

h′(ρi)3
U∗
i (Q(ρi)−m(ρi)I)Ui

−h(ρi)(1 + h(ρi))

h′(ρi)2
U∗
i (Q

′(ρi)−m′(ρi)I)Ui

)
.

Then for anyi ∈ {1, . . . , t},

Vi,n − V̄i,n
P−→ 0.

We now consider the isolated extreme eigenvalues. In order
to study the asymptotic behavior of these eigenvalues, we shall
adapt to our situation the approach of [26]. Fori = 1, . . . , t,
consider real numbersx1(i) > y1(i) > x2(i) > y2(i) >
· · · > yji(i). Since the separation condition is satisfied by
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Fig. 1. Empirical and theoretical distribution of the fluctuations ofû1 with
r = 1, X has i.i.d. zero mean variance1/n entries,N/n = 1/8, N = 256
andω1 = 1 (top) orω1 = 0.5 (bottom).

assumption for eachi = 1, . . . , t, the equationdet Ĥ(x) = 0
hasr roots outside[a, b] with probability one for alln large.
Therefore, we have the equivalence relation

(
xℓ(i) >

√
N(λ̂K(i)+ℓ − ρi) > yℓ(i),

i = 1, . . . , t, ℓ = 1, . . . , ji

)

⇔(
N ji det Ĥ

(
ρi +

xℓ(i)√
N

)
det Ĥ

(
ρi +

yℓ(i)√
N

)
< 0,

i = 1, . . . , t, ℓ = 1, . . . , ji

)
. (11)

This equivalence leads us to study the limits of the finite
dimensional distributions of theRt-valued random process[
N ji/2 det Ĥ(ρi + x/

√
N)
]t
i=1

in the parameterx. This is
given by the following lemma, proved in Appendix A-B.

Lemma 3:AssumeA1-A5. Define theRt-valued random

process

χn(x) =[
N ji/2 det Ĥ(ρi + x/

√
N)−

(∏

ℓ 6=i

(1 − βℓ/βi)
jℓ
)

× det
(√

NβiρiU
∗
i (Q(ρi)−m(ρi)I)Ui + βih

′(ρi)xI
)]t

i=1

whereβi = ωi/(1 + ωi). Then

(χn(x1), . . . , χn(xp))
P−→ 0

for every finite sequence(x1, . . . , xp).
Let B be a rectangle ofRj2

1
+···+j2t . The real and imaginary

parts of the elements of theVi,n defined in Theorem 4 can
be stacked into aRj2

1
+···+j2t -valued vectorVn when taking

into account the Hermitian symmetry constraint. A vectorV̄n

with the same size can be constructed similarly from̄Vi,n

defined in Lemma 2. LetLn be theRr-valued vectorLn =
[LT

1,n, . . . , L
T

t,n]
T (see Theorem 4) and letC be the rectangle

of Rr determined by the left hand side of (11), so that this
event is written[Ln ∈ C]. Let L̄n be the vector obtained by
arranging the eigenvalues of the matrices

T̄i,n = − ρi
h′(ρi)

√
NU∗

i (Q(ρi)−m(ρi)I)Ui

for i = 1, . . . , t, similarly to the elements ofLn. From Lemma
2, Lemma 3, and the discussion preceding Lemma 3, we have

P [Vn ∈ B,Ln ∈ C]− P
[
V̄n ∈ B, L̄n ∈ C

]
→ 0

asn → ∞, for arbitrary rectanglesB and arbitrary rectangles
C specified at the left hand side of (11). Observe that
[
V̄i,n

T̄i,n

]
=

√
N (D(ρi)⊗ Iji)

[
U∗
i (Q(ρi)−m(ρi)I)Ui

U∗
i (Q

′(ρi)−m′(ρi)I)Ui

]
.

In order to terminate the proof of Theorem 4, we shall make
use of the following lemma, that we state in a slightly more
general form than needed here.

Lemma 4:AssumeA1-A4. Let f1, . . . , ft andg1, . . . , gt be
real functions analytical on a neighborhood of[a, b]. Let Sn

be thet-uple of random matrices

Sn =

(√
N

[
U∗
i fi(XX∗)Ui −

(∫
fi(λ)dπ(λ)

)
Iji

U∗
i gi(XX∗)Ui −

(∫
gi(λ)dπ(λ)

)
Iji

])t

i=1

.

For i = 1, . . . , t, define the covariance matrices

Ri =

∫ ([
fi −

∫
fidπ

gi −
∫
gidπ

] [
(fi −

∫
fidπ) (gi −

∫
gidπ)

])
dπ.

ThenSn converges in distribution towards
((

R
1/2
i ⊗ Iji

)[M1,i

M2,i

])t

i=1

(12)

where the matrices(M1,1,M2,1, . . . ,M1,t,M2,t) are indepen-
dent GUE matrices such thatM1,i andM2,i have dimensions
ji × ji.

The proof is provided in Appendix A-C.
Applying this lemma with withfi(λ) = 1/(λ − ρi) and

gi(λ) = 1/(λ−ρi)
2, Ri takes the valueR(ρi) provided in the

statement of Theorem 4. It results that
([

V̄i,n

T̄i,n

])t

i=1

⇒
([

Gi

Ki

])t

i=1
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where the convergence takes place on the space of probability
measures onR2(j2

1
+···+j2t ). This completes the proof of The-

orem 4.

IV. A PPLICATION

In this section, we provide a general framework for local
failure detection and diagnosis in large sensor networks, such
as the examples proposed in Section II, based on the results
of Section III. This framework is a two-step approach for
successively (i) detecting failures within a given maximally
acceptable false alarm rate and (ii) upon positive detection,
diagnosing the failures with high probability. Simulations are
then run to validate the proposed algorithms.

We recall that we assume a numberK of failure scenarios
indexed by1 ≤ k ≤ K. Scenariok is characterized by the
population covariance matrixIN +Pk. We additionally denote
P0 = 0 for convenience. We consider precisely the detection
and localization to be made for failure models of the type
Σ = (IN+Pk)

1

2X , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, with Pk =
∑tk

i=1 ωk,iUk,iU
∗
k,i

of rank rk =
∑tk

i=1 jk,i, whereUk,i ∈ CN×jk,i andωk,1 >
. . . > ωk,sk > 0 > ωk,sk+1 > . . . > ωk,tk , andX standard
Gaussian. We denoteH0 the null hypothesis for the model
Σ = X andHk the hypothesis for a failure of typek. For the
failure scenariok, we also takepk to be zero or the smallest
index i such thatωk,i >

√
c, andqk to betk+1 or the largest

index i such thatωk,i < −√
c.

Remark 2:This model (and in particular the models of
Section II-A and Section II-B) may be extended by introduc-
ing deterministic linear time correlation to the observations
s1, . . . , sn. That is, we can writeΣ = (IN + Pk)

1

2XT
1

2 for
some time-correlation matrixT . In this scenario,XTX∗ being
unitarily invariant forX Gaussian, the localization scheme
proposed extends naturally to this scenario, as long as the
eigenvalue distribution ofT converges weakly to a compactly
supported distribution asN grows large and thatT has asymp-
totically no eigenvalue outside this support. However, a result
similar to the Tracy-Widom fluctuations in Theorem 3 does
not exist yet for the fluctuations of the extreme eigenvalues
in the modelXTX∗. As such, although failure localization
is possible from Theorem 4, no failure detection test is yet
available for such a model.6

A. Detection algorithm

As stated in the introduction, the detection phase relies on
existing results, and more specifically on the fluctuations of
the largest eigenvalues given by Theorem 3. The detection
algorithms proposed here parallel that introduced in [24] in
the context of collaborative signal sensing. The objectiveis to
decide between hypothesisH0 and its complementarȳH0.

First assume that allPk only have non-negative eigenvalues.
From Theorem 1, the largest eigenvalueλ̂1 of ΣΣ∗ tends to
the right edge of the supportSπ of the Marc̆enko-Pastur law
for all largen underH0, while λ̂1 is found away from this
edge underH̄0 if the largest eigenvalueωk,1 of Pk exceeds

6Alternatively, a whitening procedure may be used prior to failure detection
usingΣ′ = ΣT−

1

2 as the random matrix under study, forT invertible.

√
c. We will therefore assume in the following thatωk,1 >

√
c

is verified for allk. That is, we assume thatcN , N/n < c+
wherec+ is defined as

c+ , inf
{
ω2
k,1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K

}
.

This condition allows for a theoretically almost sure error
detection, asN,n → ∞. We then rely on Theorem 3 to design
an appropriate hypothesis test. Our test consists in rejecting
hypothesisH0 if the probability in favor ofH0 is sufficiently
low. That is, for a given acceptablefalse alarm rateη,7 the
statistical test is defined as

λ̂′
1

H0

≶
H̄0

(T2)
−1(1− η) (13)

whereλ̂′
1 is given by

λ̂′
1 , N

2

3

λ̂1 − (1 +
√
cN )2

(1 +
√
cN)

4

3 c
1

2

N

.

That is, the test verifies whether̂λ1 exceeds some threshold
above which the probability forH0 is less thanη.

If the matricesPk are now all non-positive definite then,
symmetrically, we need to setcN such that the smallest
eigenvaluêλN of ΣΣ∗ is visible on the left-hand side ofSπ.
That is, we takeN,n to be such thatcN < c−, with c− defined
as

c− , inf
{
ω2
k,tk

, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
}
.

The decision test is in that case given by

λ̂′
N

H0

≶
H̄0

(T2)
−1(1 − η) (14)

whereλ̂′
N is defined as

λ̂′
N , N

2

3

λ̂N − (1 −√
cN )2

−(1−√
cN )

4

3 c
1

2

N

.

The above test is particularly suited to the model of Section
II-B in which the matricesPk are non-positive definite when
µk = 0 andαk = −1 for all k, corresponding to a sudden
drop of a zero mean random parameterθ(k) to zero.

When the matricesPk have both positive and negative
eigenvalues, then a deterministic choice has to be made by
the experimenter. In the most general setting, to ensure a
false alarm rate lower thanη, one has to choose two scalars
a(η), b(η) ∈ R ∪ {−∞,∞} such that

P
({

λ̂′
1 > a(η)

}
∪
{
λ̂′
N > b(η)

})
≤ η. (15)

The choice ofa(η), b(η) depends primarily on the structure of
Pk and will impact the correct detection rate for fixed false
alarm rates.

Following the work of [38], in which the asymptotic inde-
pendence of the fluctuations of the largest and the smallest

7We recall that the false alarm rate is the probability of declaring H̄0 under
true hypothesisH0.
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eigenvalues of GUE matrices is proved, it is natural to con-
jecture that the same result holds for the eigenvaluesλ̂1 and
λ̂N underH0. In this case, (15) would become asymptotically

T2(a(η))T2(b(η)) > 1− η.

For any fixedb, taking b(η) = b, the hypothesis test now
becomes

min

{
b− λ̂′

N , (T2)
−1

(
1− η

T2(b)

)
− λ̂′

1

}
H̄0

≶
H0

0.

In particular, forb = ∞, T2(b) = 1 and then the test reduces
to

λ̂′
1

H0

≶
H̄0

(T2)
−1 (1− η)

which is the same test as proposed in (13). Taking instead
a(η) = −∞, we obtain the test (14).

For rather symmetrical distributions of the eigenvaluesωk,i

of Pk around zero, it may be interesting to setb(η) = a(η),
in which case

b(η) = (T2)
−1
(√

1− η
)
.

In this setting, the decision test is now

max
{
λ̂′
N , λ̂′

1

} H0

≶
H̄0

(T2)
−1
(√

1− η
)
.

In the following section, we assume that the procedure of
failure detection was achieved successfully and that we are
now interested in localizing the failures.

B. Localization algorithm

In this section, we wish to detect all possible failure events
from a set of failures indexed byk ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The
index set{1, . . . ,K} may gather all events accounting for
a single, as well as multiple, local failures. Similar to the
previous sections, we denoteρk,i = 1 + ωk,i + c

1+ωk,i

ωk,i

and ζk,i =
1−cω−2

k,i

1+cω−1

k,i

, we define the mappingKk to be such

that Kk(i) = jk,1 + . . . + jk,i−1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ sk and
Kk(i) = N − (jk,1 + . . .+ jk,tk ) if sk + 1 ≤ i ≤ tk. Finally,
we denoteΠ̂k,i any projector on the subspace generated by
the eigenvalueŝλKk(i)+1, . . . , λ̂Kk(i)+jk,i

.
Based on the fact that differentPk ’s have in general very

distinct eigenspaces (and sometimes very different eigenval-
ues), we then propose the following subspace localization test,
which decides on the hypothesisHk⋆ for which k⋆ is given
by

k⋆ = argmax
k∈S

gk

((
V k
i,n, L

k
i,n

)
i∈L(pk,qk)

)
(16)

with gk the true density of the vector
(
V k
i,n, L

k
i,n

)
i∈L(pk,qk)

,
L(pk, qk) = {1, . . . , pk, qk, . . . , rk}, S the set of indexesk
such thatL(pk, qk) is non-empty, and where

V k
i,n ,

√
NU∗

k,i

(
Π̂k,i − ζk,iIjk,i

)
Uk,i

and

Lk
i,n ,

√
N




λ̂Kk(i)+1 − ρk,i
...

λ̂Kk(i)+jk,i
− ρk,i


 .

Note that we need here to specify the indexationi ∈ L(pk, qk)
since we do not assumeA5 for any k.

From Theorem 4, this probability can be approximated for
largen, which provides immediately a maximum likelihood
test for the most asymptotically likelyHk hypothesis. In
the particular case where theωk,i all have multiplicity one,
according to Corollary 4, asN,n grow large, the vectors in
the test (16) are asymptotically independent and Gaussian.We
therefore substitute the test (16) by the following test, leading
to the estimator̂k defined as

k̂ = argmax
k∈S

∏

i∈L(pk,qk)

f
(
(V k

i,n, L
k
i,n);C(ρk,i)

)
(17)

wheref(x; Ω), x ∈ Cm, Ω ∈ Cm×m, is them-variate real
normal density of zero mean and covarianceC at pointx, and
C(ρk,i) is defined similarly as in Corollary 4, withωi replaced
by ωk,i. Taking a log-likelihood notation, this is explicitly

k̂ = argmin
k∈S

∑

i∈L(pk,qk)

[
(V k

i,n, L
k
i,n)C(ρk,i)

−1(V k
i,n, L

k
i,n)

T

+ log detC(ρk,i) + 2 log(2π)] .

In the general case whereωk,i has multiplicity jk,i, as
discussed previously, it is simpler to restrict the detection
test to the eigenspace projections(V k

i,n)i∈L(pk,qk) only. In

this case, denotinḡV k
i,n = (V k

i,n,D,
√
2V k

i,n,U ) ∈ R
j2k,i with

V k
i,n,D ∈ Rjk,i the vector of the diagonal entries ofV k

i,n and

V k
i,n,U ∈ R

(j2k,i−jk,i) the vector of the real and imaginary parts
of the upper-diagonal entries ofV k

i,n, we obtain the test

k̂ = argmin
k∈S

∑

i∈L(pk,qk)

[ 1

[C(ρk,i)]11
(V̄ k

i,n)
TV̄ k

i,n

+ j2k,i log([C(ρk,i)]11) + j2k,i log(2π)
]
.

(18)

Remark 3:We discuss below the advantages of the de-
tection tests proposed in Section IV-A and the localization
algorithms (17)–(18) compared to the optimum maximum
likelihood approach, as well as the extension to more elaborate
scenarios:

• the detection algorithms proposed in Section IV-A are
very versatile, as they adapt to multiple failure scenar-
ios showing small rank perturbations in the population
covariance, and provide a theoretical expression of the
minimum ratiocN = N/n necessary for detectability.

• unlike the traditional maximum-likelihood approach
which tests the joint distribution ofΣ for all hypotheses
1 ≤ k ≤ K, and therefore leads to calculus of the
order of at leastN3 for eachk, the proposed localization
algorithm (17) is based on a test requiring for eachk a
calculus complexity of orderrk, whererk ≪ N .

• we may decide not to consider the joint fluctuations
of all eigenvalues found outsideSπ, but only some
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of them. This leads to an asymptotically less efficient,
although much faster, algorithm, whereL(pk, qk) in (17)
is replaced byL(p′, q′) for given p′ ≤ pk, q′ ≤ qk, for
all k. ForN not too large, it is in fact preferable to con-
sider only a few eigenvalues and eigenspace projections
simultaneously, due to convergence speed limitations.

• the entriesLk
i,n of the vector(V k

i,n, L
k
i,n) may also be

discarded, especially in scenarios where eigenvalues of
Pk are very similar for each hypothesisHk. This may
again increase the convergence speed of the asymptotic
approximation for not-too-largeN , while it is expected
to perform worse for largeN .

So far, we have performed failure detection under the
important assumption that the failure scenarios form a discrete
set {1, . . . ,K}. This assumes in particular that the failure
amplitudes are known prior to detection and localization. In
the next section, we use Corollary 4 to improve this approach
in the particularly simple example of Section II-B, when the
failure amplitude is a priori unknown.

C. Extension to unknown failure amplitude

In this section, we assume the scenario where the eigen-
vectors of the perturbation matrixPk are independent of the
amplitude of the failure parameters, in the sense that a change
in magnitude of the failure of typek does not affect the
eigenspaces ofPk. This is for instance the case of the single-
failure scenario of Section II-B, for which we recall that
Pk expresses asPk = βkR

− 1

2Heke
∗
kH

∗R− 1

2 with βk the
failure parameter. We now assumeβk unknown, which is a
more realistic assumption than assuming it perfectly knownin
advance. We also suppose thatX has i.i.d. Gaussian entries.
Based on a simple extension of the algorithm presented in
Section IV-B to unknownωk, we provide hereafter a second
localization algorithm.

For notational convenience, we assumePk = ωkuku
∗
k for

eachk and thatωk >
√
c, unknown. We then denotêλ the

largest eigenvalue ofΣΣ∗ and û its associated eigenvector.
Obviously, sinceωk is not known, neither isρk. Therefore,

we cannot proceed here to localization based on the fluctua-
tions of λ̂. Instead, we will usêλ precisely as an estimate of
ρk, which we know is consistent with growingN,n. From λ̂,
assumed larger than(1+

√
c)2, we want to derive an estimate

ω̂ of ωk (k is the effective failure index). This is obtained from
an inversion of the relation (7). Precisely, we obtain

ω̂ ,
1

2
(λ̂ − (1 + c)) +

1

2

√
(λ̂ − (1 + c))2 − 4c

if λ̂ > (1 +
√
c)2 and

ω̂ ,
1

2
(λ̂ − (1 + c))− 1

2

√
(λ̂ − (1 + c))2 − 4c

if λ̂ < (1−√
c)2.

From this estimate, we then obtain an estimateζ̂ of ζk as
follows

ζ̂ =
1− cω̂−2

1 + cω̂−1
.

A natural object to consider for the failure localization is
now |u∗

kû|2− ζ̂. To provide a diagnosis test, we need to derive
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Fig. 2. Network ofN = 10 sensors. The correlationE[y(i)∗y(j)] between
data on sensorsi andj, i 6= j, can be read on the link(i, j), while E[|y(i)|2]
variances are shown in parentheses.

the fluctuations of this random variable. From Theorem 4,
the fluctuations of

√
N(|u∗

kû|2 − ζk) depend onωk but not
on uk. From the expression of̂ζ, it is immediate that the
fluctuations of

√
N(ζ̂ − ζk) also depend onωk only. But

sinceωk is estimated bŷω, irrespective of the failure indexk,
the diagnosis test leads to finding the most likely argument
k̂′ amongK variables with same Gaussian statistics. This
therefore simplifies the estimator̂k′ of the most likely index
k to the following minimum-distance estimator

k̂′ = arg min
k∈{1,...,K}

∣∣∣|u∗
kû|2 − ζ̂

∣∣∣ .

In the next section, we provide simulation results for single
failure localization for the detection and localization algorithm
assuming the failure amplitude known or unknown, applied to
the scenarios of Section II-A and Section II-B, respectively.

D. Simulations

In this section, we focus on the application of the algorithms
designed in Sections IV-A and IV-B for single node failure in
the scenario of Section II-A and single parameter change in
the scenario of Section II-B.

1) Node failure in the scenario of Section II-A:Our first
application example relates to the sensor network model
y = Hθ + σw of Section II-A for N = 10 nodes,p = N ,
and σ2 = −20 dB. This is depicted in Figure 2, where
the entries ofHH∗ + σ2IN are presented. We also take
σ2
k =

∑N
i=1(HH∗)ki, which is a natural assumption to avoid

that a mere energy detector ony(k) provide a simpler solution
to our problem. This failure amplitude is assumed known
by the experimenter. In practical scenarios, this may arise
if a sensor starts returning time delayed data, supposedly
uncorrelated with real-time data but with same variance. We
assume a single failure scenario. In this context, it appears
that, for all k, ωk,1 > 0, ωk,2 < 0 and ωk,1 is much
larger than |ωk,2|. It is therefore more interesting only to
consider the largest eigenvalue ofΣΣ∗ to detect and locate
an hypothetical node failure. Under these conditions, the
theoretical threshold forcN = N/n (if N,n were large) is0.8
with the worst-case failure corresponding to a failure of node
10. We therefore carry out100 000 Monte Carlo simulations
of node10 failures for n varying from 8 to 140 and under
false alarm rates varying from10−2 to 10−4. This is depicted
in Figure 3, where it can be observed that, forn = 8, detection
and localization are barely possible, although it is clearly
the starting point where detection becomes feasible. For not
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Fig. 3. Correct detection (CDR) and localization (CLR) rates for different
levels of false alarm rates (FAR) and different values ofn, for node10 failure
in the sensor network of Figure 2. The minimal theoreticaln for observability
is n = 8.

too largen, while detection rates increase, we observe that
localization capabilities are still unsatisfying. This ismainly
due to the inappropriate fit of the large dimensional model
with N = 10 and with the eigenvectors corresponding to
the extreme eigenvalues ofΣΣ∗ being too loosely correlated
to their associated population eigenvectors. Larger values
of n show much better performance with miss localization
probability going to zero asn → ∞. In particular, about
five times the ration/N is required for localization to be
very efficient. In this case, the large dimensional model for
the fluctuations of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors is more
adapted.

The same conditions are simulated for a system withN =
100 nodes in which each node has eight neighbors and with
correlation values of the same order of magnitude as in Figure
2. The detectability threshold forN/n is here0.85 and we
still consider the worst case failure scenario. This is depicted
in Figure 4, where one can see that smaller ratiosN/n under
the threshold than in the caseN = 10 are demanded for high
detectability and localization ability to appear.

2) Sudden unknown parameter change:In this section, we
consider the parameter change scenario of Section II-B. We
still consider the network of Figure 2, andσ2 = −20 dB
as above. We now consider a sudden change of parameter
θ(10) with β10 = 2, being the worst case scenario for failure
identification ifβk = 2 for all k. We depict the performance of
the failure detection and localization algorithms and compare
the settings whereβk is known or unknown in advance to the
experimenter. In the former scenario, we apply the localization
algorithm of Section IV-B based on the joint fluctuations of
the extreme eigenvalues and eigenspace projections, whilein
the latter, we apply the localization algorithm of Section IV-C,
where a prior step of eigenvalue inference is performed before
the study of the fluctuations of the eigenspace projections.The
results are presented in Figure 5.

It appears from Figure 5 that the suboptimal algorithm of
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Fig. 4. Correct detection (CDR) and localization (CLR) rates for different
levels of false alarm rates (FAR) and different values ofn, for worst case
node failure in a100-node sensor network. The minimal theoreticaln for
observability isn = 85.
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Fig. 5. Correct detection (CDR) and localization rates for different levels
of false alarm rates (FAR) and different values ofn, for sudden change
of parameter10 in the Scenario of Section II-B. Comparison is made
between localization assumingβk known (CLR) and localization assuming
βk unknown (CLR-2). The minimal theoreticaln for observability isn = 22.

Section IV-C performs only slightly worse than the algorithm
of Section IV-B for largen, and that it even performs better for
smalln. This last observation is explained by the inadequacy
of the theoretical value ofζk for too small values ofn. It
is therefore interesting to see that, for practical purposes, the
absence of prior knowledge on the amplitude of the failure
does not severely reduce the efficiency of the localization
algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a characterization of the joint fluctuations of
the extreme eigenvalues and corresponding eigenspace projec-
tions of a certain class of random matrices is provided. This
characterization was used to perform fast and computationally
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reasonable detection and localization of multiple failures in
large sensor networks through a general hypothesis testing
framework. The main practical outcomes of this article lie first
in a characterization of the minimum number of observations
necessary to ensure failure detectability in large networks and
second in the design of flexible but simple algorithms that can
be adapted to multiple types of failure scenarios consistent
with the small rank perturbation random matrix model. We
also extend the detection and diagnosis approach to scenarios
where the amplitudes of the hypothetical failures are not a
priori known. Practical simulations suggest that the proposed
algorithms allow for high failure detection and localization
performance even for networks of small sizes, although for
those much more observations than theoretically predictedare
in general demanded.

APPENDIX A
PROOFS OF RESULTS OFSECTION III

A. Proof of Lemma 2

We shall assume without loss of generality thati = 1. In
Section III-B2, we saw that

U∗
1 Π̂1U1 =

1

2πı

∮

γ1

Â1(z)
∗Ĥ(z)−1Â2(z)dz

with probability one, where

Â1(z)
∗ = zU∗

1 (IN + P )−
1

2Q(z)U

=
z

(1 + ω1)1/2
U∗
1Q(z)U

and

Â2(z) = Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)(IN + P )−
1

2U1

= (1 + ω1)
−1/2Ω(Ir +Ω)−1U∗Q(z)U1

(takeb1 andb2 as any two columns ofU1 in (8)). Similarly,

ζ1Ij1 =
1

2πı

∮

γ1

A1(z)
∗H(z)−1A2(z)dz

where

A1(z)
∗ = zm(z)U∗

1 (I + P )−1/2U

=
zm(z)

(1 + ω1)1/2
[
Ij1 0

]
,

A2(z) = m(z)Ω(I +Ω)−1U∗(I + P )−1/2U1

=
ω1m(z)

(1 + ω1)3/2

[
Ij1
0

]
.

Fixing z ∈ γ1, we have

Ĥ(z)−1 = H(z)−1 −H(z)−1E(z)H(z)−1 + O(‖E(z)‖2)

where

E(z) = Ĥ(z)−H(z) = zΩ(Ir +Ω)−1U∗(Q(z)−m(z)I)U.

Guided by this observation, we write

V1,n =

√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

(
Â1(z)

∗Ĥ(z)−1Â2(z)

−A1(z)
∗H(z)−1A2(z)

)
dz (a.s.,n large)

=

√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

(Â1(z)
∗ −A1(z)

∗)H(z)−1A2(z) dz

+

√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

A1(z)
∗H(z)−1(Â2(z)−A2(z)) dz

−
√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

A1(z)
∗H(z)−1E(z)H(z)−1A2(z) dz

+ E

= Z1 + Z2 + Z3 + E

whereE contains all the higher order terms that appear when
we develop the integrand at the right hand side of the first
equality.

In what follows, we successively study each of the terms
at the right hand side of this equation. Recalling (9), the term
Z1 writes

Z1 =

√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

zm(z)U∗
1 (Q(z)−m(z)I)U1

(1 + ω1) ((1 + ω1)/ω1 + zm(z))
dz.

The denominator has one simple zero inInt(γ1). With prob-
ability one, the numerator has no zero inInt(γ1). Using
the residue theorem and the identity(1 + ω1)

−1 = (1 +
h(ρ1))/h(ρ1), we obtain

Z1 =
1 + h(ρ1)

h′(ρ1)

√
NU∗

1 (Q(ρ1)−m(ρ1)I)U1.

Similarly, the termZ2 writes

Z2 = Z1 =
1 + h(ρ1)

h′(ρ1)

√
NU∗

1 (Q(ρ1)−m(ρ1)I)U1.

Turning toZ3, we have

Z3 = −
√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

z2m(z)2 U∗
1 (Q(z)−m(z))U1

(1 + ω1) ((1 + ω1)/ω1 + zm(z))
2 dz

which shows that we have a pole with degree2 in Int(γ1).
Write the integrand asG(z)/g(z) and recall that the residue of
a meromorphic functionf(z) associated with a degree2 pole
at z0 is limz→z0 d

(
(z − z0)

2f(z)
)
/dz. After some simple

calculations, this results in

Z3 =
G(ρ1)g

′′(ρ1)

g′(ρ1)3
− G′(ρ1)

g′(ρ1)2

=
1 + h(ρ1)

h′(ρ1)

(
h(ρ1)h

′′(ρ1)

h′(ρ1)2
− 2

)

×
√
NU∗

1 (Q(ρ1)−m(ρ1)I)U1

− h(ρ1)(1 + h(ρ1))

h′(ρ1)2
√
NU∗

1 (Q
′(ρ1)−m′(ρ1)I)U1.

We now show briefly that the last termE in the expression
of V1,n converges to zero in probability. A more detailed
argument is given in [29]. Recall thatE accounts for all the
higher order terms that show up when we expand the integrand
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Â1Ĥ
−1Â2 −A1H

−1A2. Let us focus on one of these terms,
namely
√
N

2πı

∮

γ1

A1(z)
∗

×
(
Ĥ(z)−1 −H(z)−1 +H(z)−1E(z)H(z)−1

)
A2(z)dz

and show that it converges in probability to zero. The other
terms can be treated similarly. First, we can show that

‖Ĥ(z)−1 −H(z)−1 +H(z)−1E(z)H(z)−1‖ ≤ K‖E(z)‖2

on γ1 whereK is some constant. Now we write

E(z) = zΩ(Ir +Ω)−1U∗(Q(z)− α(z)I)U

+ z(α(z)−m(z))Ω(Ir +Ω)−1

= E1(z) + E2(z).

Noticing thatA1(z) andA2(z) are bounded onγ1, and writing
z = ρ1 +R exp(2ıπθ) on γ1, the result is shown if we show
that √

N

∫ 1

0

‖Ei(ρ1 +Re2ıπθ)‖2dθ P−→ 0 (19)

for i = 1, 2. Lemma 1 shows thatE‖E1(z)‖2 ≤ K ′/n on
γ1 where the constantK ′ is independent ofz. By Markov’s
inequality, (19) is true fori = 1. Convergence fori = 2
is obtained from AssumptionA4 in conjunction with the
analyticity ofα(z)−m(z), as shown in [29].

Taking the sumZ1+Z2+Z3, we obtain the desired result.

B. Proof of Lemma 3

Set i = 1 and write

Ω(Ir +Ω)−1 =

[
β1Ij1

B1

]
.

Let yn = ρ1 + x/
√
N . Write U =

[
U1 Ũ1

]
and

Ĥ(yn) =

[
Ij1 + β1ynU

∗
1Q(yn)U1 β1ynU

∗
1Q(yn)Ũ1

ynB1Ũ
∗
1Q(yn)U1 Ir−j1 + ynB1Ũ

∗
1Q(yn)Ũ1

]

=

[
Ĥ11 Ĥ12

Ĥ21 Ĥ22

]
.

Let us study

N
j1
2 det Ĥ(yn) = det(Ĥ22) det(

√
NĤ11 −

√
NĤ12Ĥ

−1
22 Ĥ21).

By Lemma 1,

Ĥ22
a.s.−→



(1− β2/β1)Ij2

. . .
(1− βt/β1)Ijt




hence
det Ĥ22

a.s.−→
∏

ℓ>1

(1− βℓ/β1)
jℓ .

By the same lemma,

E
[√

N1σ(XX∗)∈[a−ε,b+ε]‖Ĥ12‖2
]
≤ K/

√
N

and
E
[
1σ(XX∗)∈[a−ε,b+ε]‖Ĥ21‖

]
≤ K ′/

√
N

whereK andK ′ are some constants, hence

det(
√
NĤ11 −

√
NĤ12Ĥ

−1
22 Ĥ21)− det(

√
NĤ11)

P−→ 0.

Let us study this last term. We write
√
NĤ11 =

√
Nβ1ynU

∗
1 (Q(yn)− α(yn)IN )U1

+
√
Nβ1(ynα(yn)− ρ1α(ρ1))Ij1

+
√
Nβ1(ρ1α(ρ1)− ρ1m(ρ1))Ij1

= Z1 + Z2 + Z3.

Writing

Q(yn)−Q(ρ1) = Q(yn)(Q(ρ1)
−1 −Q(yn)

−1)Q(ρ1)

= N−1/2xQ(yn)Q(ρ1)

we have

Z1 −
√
Nβ1ynU

∗
1 (Q(ρ1)− α(ρ1)I)U1

= xβ1ynU
∗
1 (Q(yn)Q(ρ1)−N−1(trQ(yn)Q(ρ1))I)U1

P−→ 0

by Lemma 1. FromA4, we further have

Z1 −
√
Nβ1ρ1U

∗
1 (Q(ρ1)−m(ρ1)I)U1

P−→ 0.

Turning to the second term, we can show usingA4 that

Z2 = β1x
ynα(yn)− ρ1α(ρ1)

x/
√
N

a.s.−→ β1x(ρ1m(ρ1))
′.

Again by A4, Z3
a.s.−→ 0. This results in

N j1/2 det Ĥ(ρ1 + x/
√
N)−

(∏

ℓ>1

(1− βℓ/β1)
jℓ
)

× det
(√

Nβ1ρ1U
∗
1 (Q(ρ1)−m(ρ1)I)U1 + β1xh

′(ρ1)
)

P−→ 0.

The same argument fori > 1 leads to the result.

C. Proof of Lemma 4

Recall thatXX∗ admits the spectral factorizationXX∗ =
WΛW ∗ whereW and Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λN ) are indepen-
dent, and whereW is Haar distributed on the group ofN×N
unitary matrices.

From AssumptionA4 and the analyticity off1, we can show
as in [34] that

√
N

(
1

N

N∑

k=1

f1(λk)−
∫

f1(λ)dπ(λ)

)
P−→ 0

hence the lemma is shown if we show the result on

Sn=


√N


U

∗
i fi(XX∗)Ui −

(
1
N

∑N
k=1 fi(λk)

)
Iji

U∗
i gi(XX∗)Ui −

(
1
N

∑N
k=1 gi(λk)

)
Iji






t

i=1

.

Let Z be aN × r random matrix with independentCN(0, 1)
elements, chosen independently ofΛ. Write Z = [Z1 . . . Zt]
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where the blocksZℓ have the same dimensions as theUℓ. Then
Sn is equal in distribution to

√
N×




(Z

∗
i Zi)

−1/2Z∗
i

(
fi(Λ)− tr fi(Λ)

N Iji

)
Zi(Z

∗
i Zi)

−1/2

(Z∗
i Zi)

−1/2Z∗
i

(
gi(Λ)− tr gi(Λ)

N Iji

)
Zi(Z

∗
i Zi)

−1/2






t

i=1

.

By the law of large numbers,N−1Z∗
i Zi

a.s.−→ Iji , hence it will
be enough to show the result on

S̄n =
1√
N

([
Z∗
i

(
fi(Λ)−N−1 tr fi(Λ)Iji

)
Zi

Z∗
i

(
gi(Λ)−N−1 tr gi(Λ)Iji

)
Zi

])t

i=1

=
1√
N

N∑

k=1





(
fi(λk)− tr fi(Λ)

N

)(
zi,kz

∗
i,k − Iji

)
(
gi(λk)− tr gi(Λ)

N

)(
zi,kz

∗
i,k − Iji

)





t

i=1

where we have writtenZ∗
i = [zi,1 . . . zi,N ]. Write ci,k =

fi(λk) − N−1 tr fi(Λ) and di,k = gi(λk) − N−1 tr gi(Λ).
Up to an element rearrangement,S̄n can be rewritten as the
R2(j2

1
+···+j2t )-valued vector

1√
N

N∑

k=1

[
vi,k ⊗

[
ci,k
di,k

]]t

i=1

(20)

where for everyi = 1, . . . , t, theN vectorsvi,k are valued in
Rj2i . We shall show that this sum converges in law to a Gaus-
sian R2(j2

1
+···+j2t )-valued random vector whose covariance

matrix is equal to the covariance matrix of (12) rearranged
similarly to S̄n.

We observe that the summands of (20) are centered and are
independent conditionally toΛ. Observe also that for every
k, vectors(vi,k)ti=1 are independent and that the elements of
each of these vectors are decorrelated. Based onA2 andA3,
we have

1

N

N∑

k=1

E



[
vi,k ⊗

[
ci,k
di,k

]]t

i=1

([
vi,k ⊗

[
ci,k
di,k

]]t

i=1

)T
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Λ




= diag

(
Iji ⊗

(
1

N

N∑

k=1

[
c2i,k ci,kdi,k

ci,kdi,k d2i,k

]))t

i=1
a.s.−→ diag (Iji ⊗Ri)

t
i=1

which coincides with the covariance matrix of (12) after the
rearrangement.

Furthermore, thanks toA3, it is easy to see that the
Lyapunov condition

1

N1+η

N∑

k=1

E



∥∥∥∥∥

[
vi,k ⊗

[
ci,k
di,k

]]t

i=1

∥∥∥∥∥

2+2η
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Λ


 a.s.−→ 0

is valid for anyη > 0, hence (20) satisfies the conditions of
the central limit theorem, which proves the lemma.
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